
Let us live peaceful together at 

TSIMBA CHILDREN HOME 

 

 

 

Our language at home is English. 

 

We leave the home only, if one off the adults gave us the permission. 

A village walk, we do in appropriate accompaniment. 

 

We have our meals all together at the dining hall and we will respond to the bell 

immediately. 

 

We use the taps, water and power responsible-minded. 

 

Once we are 10 years old, we wash our clothes by ourselves  

and remove them from the line when they are dry. 

 

We know our responsibilities to hold the home clean and learn for our future life.  

We clean our rooms and make our beds properly; we hold the bathroom clean;  

we help in the kitchen and help to keep the compound clean. 

 

We give highly respect to all visitors, to our guardians at TCH and our teachers. 

 

We promise to be disciplined at home, at school and wherever we are in the public  

to represent Tsimba Children Home. 

 

Our aim is to work hard and perform well at school - because it is for our future life. 

 

We know, the home properties are not our personal properties. We handle them with care.  

We do not misuse them; we do not give them away to make friendships. 

If we need tools, we ask for permission and return them immediately after use. 

The store-rooms are not our rooms; we take things from there after permission only. 

 

We take the things back after we played with toys or other paying tools or  

used books from the library; we arrange them properly. 

We do not fight while we are playing and we do not take toys to our rooms. 

 

We are aware that we have neighbours - we don't want to anger them and keep  

our TV's and Radios on a low volume and  

we try to be not too loud when we are playing on the compound. 

 

Of course, we dress ourselves decent.  

 

 

 

 

 


